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RETURN TO SCHOOL PROGRAMME

The mental and physical well-being of our students is paramount, so we
organised a day of activities on their return, from a time to chat to one
another, to watching a movie (Mulan for International Women’s Day), and
going on an afternoon walk to the river in Chorlton. The students thoroughly
enjoyed the opportunity to relax and get acquainted with their peers again.
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HEAD TEACHER’S ADDRESS
SPRING 2021
Dear Parents, Carers, Students and friends of the school,
Asslamu Alykum
Welcome to our spring edition of MIGSG newsletter. Another challenging
term began with a long lockdown, where we switched to remote learning until
the first week of March.
We are proud of the way our students adapted to almost full-time online
learning, and know that this has been facilitated by the support their parents have given them. A
huge thank-you also goes to all our staff, teaching and non-teaching for their continued support
and dedication.
We were delighted to reopen the school on 8 March and welcome back all our students. They
brought life to the building through joy, enthusiasm and motivation.
We have continued our usual programme of Parents’ Evenings this term, trialling a new online
platform for their delivery. Despite a few glitches, the response from parents has been overwhelmingly positive.
We are all very disheartened by the cancelation of the GCSE examinations; however, I am confident that the girls will do their best on the next few months so that their results reflect their true
potential Insha'Allah.
As the month of Ramadan is upon us, I would like to take this opportunity to wish you all a
blessed and rewarding month.
I hope you enjoy reading this edition of the newsletter; as always, we welcome any thoughts or
suggestions you might have.
I hope you all had an enjoyable and relaxing spring break and of course are gaining the blessings of
Ramadan, Insha’Allah. Please remember us all in your prayers and Insha’Allah our collective duas
will grant ease for everyone, especially those that have suffered in this past year.
Wasalaam

Mona Mohamed
Head Teacher
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STAFF NEWS
A warm welcome back to Ms Hughes, our Head of PE, who returned from her
maternity leave; we are sorry to say good bye to Miss Towe and thank her
immensely for her dedication and support during Ms Hughes’ absence.

MESSAGES FROM STUDENTS THANKING TEACHERS FOR
REMOTE LEARNING DURING LOCKDOWN

THANK YOU TO THE PARENTS

Thank you to all the parents for their support and duas with remote learning. It's only with your support
we have been able to help your daughter. May Allah(swt) accept it from you and reward you in both
worlds, Ameen.
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MOTIVATIONAL CARDS SENT
TO STAFF AND STUDENTS
We sent a little surprise in
the post to staff and
students. An encouragement
card to tell them we are
missing them in school and
thinking of how amazingly
they are coping in lock
down. We hope it bought a
smile to everyone’s face.

On our return to school following the long lockdown in January,
on 8th March 2021, the goverment asked all schools to carry out
Lateral Flow tests. It was not compulsory but almost 75% of our
students participated. They had 3 tests in school and now have
kits to test at home, twice a week on Monday and Thursday.

COVID TESTING

Waiting for 30minutes, the single line at
C just means the test is valid and the
result is negative. All test carried out in
school were negative.

Miss Kossar, Mrs Stear, Mrs Pennington and
Mr Lopez, the lateral flow testing team at
MIGSG! Today was the last day of mass
testing in school and students will be testing
at home. Over 500 tests done in 2 weeks.
May Allah(swt) keep everyone safe and
protected

Miss Kossar and Mrs Pennington waiting to test
Y7 students, as students under 12 years had to
be tested by an adult.

CARDS TO ELDERLY HOME
An elderly lady in Heartlands
Nursing Home Birmingham turned
100 on 4th February, so our students
in lockdown put cards together to
send her to bring a smile to her face.
Writing something in lockdown that
wasn’t school work brought a smile to our
students’ faces too. We hope she likes the
cards and the student’s heartfelt messages.
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VIRTUAL DEBATE CLUB
MIGSG Debate Club goes virtual! During the
lockdown over 20 students spent their lunch
time debating with each other about
schools opening in March. Well done to
Habiba A, Rabia S, Mariam B, and
everyone for a very passionate debate.
It was great to hear students arguing for the welfare of students,
teachers and parents and discussing the effects of quick transmissions of Covid, as
well as the need for students to get back to school.

HIGH TEA FOR CHILDREN IN AFGHANISTAN

On Sunday 7th March staff, students and parents
enjoyed an afternoon tea delivered to their door,
organised in conjunction with Islamic Relief UK North West
Mrs Malek Jr and Year 10 student Habiba A delivered
messages on the importance of education in Islam
and for children. Some of our students helped put the
packs together before delivery.
May Allah(swt) accept everyone’s hard efforts and
bless the children with the right to an education.
Thank you to Islamic Relief for always giving our
students an opportunity to take part in charitable
activities.
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NUMERACY ACROSS THE CURRICULUM
Year 7 and Year 8s had a fantastic opportunity
to investigate how straight lines created a
curved illusion and make beautiful patterns.
Did you know we crossed linked Math’s, Art,
Textiles, History and Islamic Studies all at
once!
CURVE stitching is…….Beautiful geometric
patterns from simple lines.
The design can be basic or
complex, depending on the
template you choose. Curve
stitching is similar to String
Art in the way yarn or thread
is pulled through hole
patterns forms wonderful
geometric patterns. The
design can be simple or
complex, depending on the
placement of the holes and
the sequence of where the
yarn is pulled.

SAFER INTERNET
DAY
Mr Mohamed delivered lessons on
e-safety on Tuesday 2nd March and
Miss Kossar prepared a video on
keeping safe online which was sent to
all parents.
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WORLD BOOK DAY
World Book Day was a little different this year as MIGSG
was still in lockdown and working online. However, that
did not dampen enthusiasm to celebrate one of our
favourite pastimes: reading. Our students are always ready
to be swept along on a reading adventure and the day was
given over to listening to authors online sharing their ideas
of how they plan their writing; construct characters;
ensure reader engagement. Students had a chance to enter
an external competition of designing a book token, which
carried a prize of book tokens for the school, themselves and
even the teacher! We also ran an internal competition asking students to submit ‘reading with a twist.’ We
had some very cute photos of family pets getting in on the act! Of course, no World Book Day is complete
without the obligatory ‘dress up as your favourite character.’ The English Department wasted no time in
suggesting that our first Friday back in school should be a non-uniform day. We were delighted to see an
array of ‘characters’ affirming that reading really does have the power to transform us into different
characters and transport us to places both real and imagined. Long live our power to read! One activity was
to guess which of the bookshelves shown in this picture belonged to which member of staff.

BRITISH SCIENCE WEEK

British Science week 2021.This year British
Science week had the theme of innovation.
It took place from Monday the 8th March
until Sunday the 14th. The science department set up a virtual science week classroom, running a poster
competition, a quiz, a daily treasure hunt, a biodiversity study and on the final Friday of science week, the
year 8 students celebrated space innovation by building Mars rover models using a NASA template.
Manchester University also sent resources to the school to showcase their Biosciences courses. There was a
fantastic response from students and we are excited to present certificates and prizes in our next assembly.
Well done to everyone for participating so enthusiastically!
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NATIONAL PIZZA DAY

For National Pizza Day on 9th February, staff and
students baked pizza from scratch or ordered pizza for
a virtual pizza night with a quiz on all things pizza.
Students enjoyed debating the best pizza topping and
competing in the quiz, as well as arguing over whether
pizza should have pineapple or not.

BIRD FEEDING
“Feed the birds in winter, in return, they will feed your
soul with the look of gratitude!”
For the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds’, Big Bird
Watch, our students were taught the importance of feeding the
birds and looking after them, as humans and as Muslims.
Students were encouraged to find out what type of birds could
be found in their gardens and learn about the different types.
They left water and seeds and food out for the birds and
counted how many birds came to their garden.
The students enjoyed doing something different in lockdown in the gardens - #BigBirdWatch2021 #rspb

MIGSG SADAQAH JARIYAH PROJECT
Students asked to do a sadaqah jariyah project for loved ones they lost during
the pandemic.
Alhamdulilah the MIGSG Sadaqah Jariyah project raised £1240 and will help
build 14 water pumps as sadaqah jariyah (continuous charity) for loved ones
lost during this time. The water pumps will be built in Pakistan.
May Allah (swt) accept it from everyone and bless those in whose memories
this was done, Ameen
facebook.com/mihsfg
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MIGSG BOOK
SELFIE!

As part of the virtual activities during remote learning, staff and
students had a week to read a book and share a book selfie with each
other as recommendations. Our students love reading and really got
behind this challenge, sharing a variety of books, including the
Quran too.

VIRTUAL TRIP –PARLIAMENT
Year 10 GCSE Citizenship students attended a virtual trip to Parliament today. Normally we would
have gone down to London and visited other key places, but due to current restrictions, students had to
enjoy a virtual trip. They enjoyed the interactive quizzes and learnt about the role of the parliament,
discussing whether or not the voting age should be lowered to 16.

DUAS
Students have been encouraged to make dua after
each salah in silence and have been making dua
for everyone who’s been ill in the pandemic or
lost a loved one during this time. It has been a
good opportunity for staff and students to sit and
pause during the day and make dua for each other
too.
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WALK A MILE A DAY
Students were encouraged
to walk a mile a day while at
home during the lockdown.
The staff at MIGSG took
part in this activity as well.
Everyone was happy to get
away from the screens for a
much needed nature break.
Mrs Mohamed also ended
up in the woods for a walk.

STUDENT HALAQAH
Halaqah (Islamic Reminder) has been taking place
weekly with Mrs Munir for KS3, discussing the
importance of looking after our environment in
Islam, the stories of the prophets and various other
Islamic reminders. Students had different action
points after each reminder; for example for the
environment talk they shared how they have
taken their class plants home to look after and
what they can do during covid times to look after
the environment around them

WHY DO WE LOVE JESUS?

As part of their GCSE RS papers, students study Christianity as well as Islam
As British societies were getting ready to celebrate Christmas, our students reflected on what Jesus (Prophet
Isa AS) means to Muslims and why we also love him.
We wished everyone a very happy holiday and festive period for those celebrating.
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MIGSG VIRTUAL BAKE OFF
Staff and students took part in a virtual MIGSG Cake
Selfie during lockdwon. Well done to all students who
took part. This was an enjoyable and relaxing break
from remote learning, with staff competing with each
other with their cake creations too. Thank you to all
those who took part and enjoyed a sweet end to a
week of remote learning.

You haven’t really had a lockdown,
unless you have baked a cake, and one
thing our students love doing is baking.
We were inundated with cake pictures it’s
a shame we couldn’t share and taste these
delicious cakes! Students had a week to bake a
cake for their families and take a selfie with it.
We got a professional baker to choose a winner to
be crowned the MIGSG Cake Selfie winner and it is
Hafsa A in 7T.
The baker chose the winner because: “this one shows
more
use
of
different
techniques. She's done two types of piping that is very neat,
the ruffles and the rosettes - which
isn't easy, she's done chocolate covered strawberries which can
be quite messy and time consuming if
you haven't done it before and she's dipped those feathers which look amazing mashallah. Colour palette is
very nice too, nice use of complementary colours. Very impressed and well deserved ”
Well done to Hafsa

THANK YOU LETTER
FROM AN ELDERLY
RESIDENT
We received a lovely letter in the post from an
elderly resident in Manchester who received a
hamper of goodies and activities as well as food
items for local isolated elderly community. The
letter definitely brought a smile to staff and
students’ faces and hopefully we can do similar
hampers again in the future.
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MIGSG SHERLOCK VIRTUAL ESCAPE ROOM
Due to the current Covid
restrictions we weren’t able to run
mixed from extra curricular clubs at
the end of term, so we ran a virtual
escape room. Each form was given
clues and the aim was to escape as
quickly as possible. The school was
buzzing with students trying to
figure out the clues, and the first
class to escape crowned the
Sherlock Holmes
winners and
that
was
10J.

SAJDAH SHUKAR
PROSTRATION OF
THANKFULNESS
A week full of taxing
exams ended with a
Sajdah Shukar. This was
an opportunity for the
students to learn about it
and learn how to
perform it. We rewarded
the exam and revision
week with doughnuts
for Year 11 and Kitkats
for everyone else, to
enjoy as a welcome
snack.
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RANDOM ACTS OF KINDNESS

Students made little sweet packs as a random
acts of kindness project for our neighbours
and some of the neighbours emailed school
with their gratitude. We hope the treats
brought a smile to our neighbours’ faces.

FOOD BANK – MYRIAD FOUNDATION
Thank you to all the parents
and students for their
donations towards the food
bank for Myriad Foundation
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CITIZENS UK
As part of Greater Manchester Citizens, members were
gathered together recently for their annual Delegates
Assembly on Zoom.
Students were able to share what work we have been
doing during the pandemic and what work other
organisations had done in their localities. Organisations
came together to catch up with each other, strengthen
relationships and hear updates from their Action Teams
on the chosen priority campaigns, from mental health
to the environment.
The GMC delegates, including our students, talked
about mental health, living below the living wage, and
environment.
Thank you to the GMC for giving our students an
opportunity to participate.

MEETING ANDY BURNHAM
Some of our citizenship students joined an engagement meeting
between Andy Burnham, Mayor of Greater Manchester and
Greater Manchester Muslims/ Muslim Organisations/Mosques
discussing key issues. Saba and Habiba from Year 10 got to ask
him about their studies being affected by the lockdown and
about vaccinations.
The topic areas discussed were:
1. TIERS
Which Covid Tier should Greater Manchester be in, if any? What
support is there for local businesses and charities from GMCA/LA?
2. VACCINES
What is Greater Manchester’s vaccine roll out plan? Who will be prioritised for vaccines and when will
vaccines start in GM? Which locations will be used for roll out?
Does GMCA support or oppose Vaccine Passports i.e. no vaccine no entry policies into schools, restaurants,
gyms?
3. CHALLENGING ANTI-ISLAM COMMENTS
What is GM strategy to tackle anti-Islam malicious propaganda, discriminatory policies and laws?
When is there going to be an enquiry into Anti-Islam comments in politics?
WORKING TOGETHER
What can Muslim organisations, Mosques and Muslims continue to do with the GMCA to keep us all safe and
prosperous?
What mutual support can we offer each other going forward?
It was a great discussion, thank you to the Mayor Andy Burnham and the facilitators for organising this
meeting and engaging with our students too.
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HAMPER PACKS FOR LOCAL RESIDENCE
Our students got involved in a community winter initiative, making hampers
and gift packs as well as food packs, for the local elderly in Didsbury, who are
isolated and living alone during these times. Students wrote heartfelt messages
and took a lead on compiling the hampers. We are proud of them. One student
with her mum (who’s a volunteer at the mosque) got to deliver them to people
along with some hot food Alhamdulillah
Thank you to Didsbury Mosque for giving our students an opportunity to get
involved in their community project.

COMMUNITY SPONSORSHIP
SETTLING A SYRIAN FAMILY
This initiative was begun some time ago, but due to Covid
it had to be put on hold. We are pleased that we can now
work on this again and we can’t wait to help these families
that need us.
As a school we have signed up to pick up a Syrian refugee
family from the airport and help them settle in
Manchester for the next 2 years. The idea isn’t fundraising,
but rather to get the local community to do something
hands on to help them, for example find housing for them,
get their kids into school and most importantly get them
to stand on their own two feet.
So far the Catholic churches have helped countless
families. The mosques are starting, but we will be the first
Islamic school to do this, and we want to show them how
much the community will get together to support them.
This can only be done as a community.
We organised a core group of people from the meeting and
are progressing well with this project; if any parents or
students would like to get involved please see Miss Kossar
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MOTHER’S
DAY
We had a few mothers saying
they were really missing their
daughters not being at home,
after months of remote learning,
so we thought it would be a good
idea to send them cards for
Mother’s Day. The students wrote
such beautiful messages
Masha’Allah.
May Allah (swt) bless the
mothers and daughters, Ameen.

VIRTUAL ART EXHIBITION
Students were asked to take
part in a virtual art exhibition
that highlighted and described
their lock down experience
with a description. They came
up with creative pieces of art
work to depict their emotions
in lock down.

JANAZAH PRAYER
As part of the rites of passage lesson in RS Year 9 learnt about
Janazah prayer (funeral prayer) and performed a mock Janazah
prayer. They also had an opportunity to learn about how they
can fulfil the rights of a person who has passed away and benefit
the loved ones they have lost.
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VIRTUAL COOKING SESSION
FETA CHEESE AND CHERRY TOMATO RECIPE
Students were given a challenge that went viral on social media as part of their remote virtual
activity; they had to cook pasta with cherry tomatoes and feta cheese. The staff and students enjoyed
taking part in the viral challenge and shared pictures of the delicious meals they had prepared for
their families.

NATIONAL DAY INDOOR FLAG HOISTING CEREMONY

On 23rd March in their Urdu lessons students took part in virtually
the National Day Indoor Flag Hoisting Ceremony from the High
Commission of Pakistan, learning about the history of March 23rd
in Pakistan. They listened to speeches from prominent Pakistani
figures and saw the flag being hoisted virtually, at the High
Commission of Pakistan in London.
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RAMADAN PREPARATION
Peer mentors have been
getting the Year 7s ready
for Ramadan by giving
them the opportunity to
ask questions and learn
how to maximise this
month ahead Insha’Allah
Year 7 students put a list together of 30 things to do to prepare for Ramadan
One a day for the next month:
30 things to do before Ramadan
1. Cook food for the elderly (make Ramadan packs for them)
2. Learn the history of Ramadan and how those before us prepared for it
3. Attend a halaqah (study circle)
4. Ask forgiveness from people
5. Pray more (fard/sunnah)
6. Introduce phone block time
7. Create a Ramadan/shaban schedule
8. Learn about seerah
9. Make a pile of Islamic books you want to read in ramadan
10. Clean your surroundings ready for Ramadan, designate a ramadan area in the house
11. Quran recitation competition before and during Ramadan
12. Pick a Ramadan Buddy
13. Donate to charity – make a list of causes/charities you want to donate too. Place a charity Jar at home
14. Put music on pause in Ramadan
15. Practice waking up early (sort sleep pattern)
16. Plan your iftar and suhoor meals
17. Learn Allah (Swt) names so your duas are better
18. Introduce sunnah salahs
19. Built up your Dhikr (remembrance of Allah)
20. Revise Surah’s that you have memorised to perfect your salah (memorise more) don’t rely on just surah Ikhals
21. Help parents get ready for Ramadan (family)
22. Decorate your house for Ramadan
23. Make a dua list ready for Ramadan.
24. Give neighbours food
25. Play Islamic Games –family Ramadan quiz
26. Decorate Dates
27. Good deeds jar
Ramadan card competition
28. Volunteer somewhere
Students were asked to design a Ramadan card
29. Recite Quran daily
that would be sent out to all parents and to

the MIGSG community. We received some
lovely cards but the following four were chosen for their presentation and creativity.
Well done to Sanah A 7F and Muskaan S 9H
and two students who didn’t put her name on the card – anonymous entries.
We pray that everyone has a blessed and rewarding Ramadan, Ameen.
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NATIONAL REFLECTION DAY
On National Reflection Day (23rd March), after Salah students
made a Du’a for all the loved ones that have passed away and spent
form time reflecting on the past year, the good the bad and the
scary. Students shared what had kept them going, and things
they’ve enjoyed and things they didn’t. It was also a time to discuss
what they were grateful for.

ENTRANCE EXAMS
There are opportunities available at
MIGSG for parents to apply for a place
for their daughter. Please contact the
school admin office for further
information and details regarding
taking an entrance exam.
Please contact:
admin@migsg.miet.uk / 0161 881 2127

FORTHCOMING DATES
Summer Term Begins

Tuesday 20 April 2021

Bank Holiday
School closes for Half term
School re-opens

Monday 3 May 2021
Friday 28 May 2021
Monday 7 June 2021

End of Summer Term

Tuesday 20 July 2021

Alternatively, there is information
regarding the entrance exam available
on the school website at

DUE TO COVID RESTRICTIONS ANY DATES FOR PARENTS
EVENINGS ETC WILL BE CONFIRMED NEARER THE TIME

www.migsg.miet.uk
Please do inform your family and

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUED SUPPORT

friends.
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Hartley Hall - Alexandra Road South - Manchester - M16 8NH
0161 860 7575

55 High Lane - Chorlton - Manchester - M21 9FA
0161 881 2127

Hartley Hall - Alexandra Road South - Manchester - M16 8NH
0161 860 7676

551 Wilmslow Road - Withington - Manchester - M20 4BA
0161 445 5452
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